GERMAN

PROVISIONAL LIST OF Selected CANDIDATES GERMAN CERTIFICATE COURSE 2014

School of Languages and Linguistics, Jadavpur University

1. ANUP KRISHNA DEBNATH
2. PUBALI MANDAL
3. DEBARATI DAS
4. PRITAM DAS
5. SAHELI CHOWDHURY
6. DEBATTAM SARKAR
7. RITABRATA DASGUPTA
8. ABHISHEK MANDAL
9. ANIRBAN DAS
10. MEHEBUB-A-ALAM
11. ARJEET MITRA
12. SUBHA ROY
13. SOURAV GANGULY
14. ARIJIT PAHARI
15. POONAM
16. SNEHASISH DAS KARMAKAR
17. # ADITI DASH
18. SONIA BARDHAN
19. POULAMI BARAT
20. SATYAKI PRADHAN
21. # NAYANIKA BANDYOPADHYAY
22. RISHAB GHOSH
23. SAYANTANI BISWAS
24. DEBOTTAM SINHA
25. SOURAV KAR
26. DEBANIK CHOU DHURY
27. DEVANG GANDHI
28. SOUMYAJIT SARKAR
29. SOUMYAJOTI KAR
30. ANKIT BHATTACHARJEE
31. ABHIJIT SINHA
32. ARGHYADEEP BASU
33. SONU KUMAR
34. MEHUL AGARWAL
35. CHAYON MONDAL
36. NABANITA DAS
37. SUSHANTA BARUA
38. UTPAL BAKSHI
39. # PARNALI BHATTACHARYA
40. TRIDEEP DAS
41. DEBAJIT PAUL
42. NARENDRA KUMAR M CHAUDHARI
43. SUDARSHANA ROY
44. ASHOKE MAJUMDER
45. VINOD KUMAR GUPTA
46. # CHIRAN JIB BERA
47. SUHITA BERA
48. SATYAJIT MONDOL
49. SAMPURNA BANERJEE
50. ASHIS ROY
PROVISIONAL Waiting LIST OF Selected CANDIATES

GERMAN CERTIFICATE COURSE 2014

School of Languages and Linguistics, Jadavpur University

1. JYUTIKA SINHA
2. DEBANJAN ROY
3. BANANI BYABARTTA
4. SARANI SEN
5. NEHA HOSSAIN
6. CHANDRAMOULI MITRA
7. ANANNYA SENGUPTA
8. KRISHNENDU SARKAR
9. HIYA PAUL
10. TANIA PAUL
11. RESHMI ROY
12. SUKANYA CHOU DHURY
13. SANU DAS
14. KUNTAL DEY

# Subjected to Document Verification

Note: In Portuguese, Italian and Chinese some seats are vacant. The students from waiting lists of different language groups and others who have applied but their names were not appeared in the list may also place a request to the Director for these three languages.